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ONE SIZE

Mindful Fraya
100% Wool  
50 g = 350 m

65 x 65 cm

Non Commercial - You may not use this 
material for commercial purposes.
Copyright © 2021 FRAYAYARN.COM

FRAYA 2021

SIZES

YARN 

YARDAGE

GAUGE

SUGGESTED NEEDLE SIZE

MEASUREMENTS

ABBREVIATIONS:

Please note: The needle sizes given 
above are only suggestions. The size 
of the needles you need depends on 
your personal gauge. If you knit firm-
ly you might need a large needle size, 
if you knit loosely you might need a 
smaller needle size.

st(s) = stitch(es)
k = knit
p = purl
RS = right side
WS  = wrong side
tbl = through the back loop
tog  = together

M1 = Make 1 increase – lift the chain  
 between the stitches onto the left  
 needle and knit it through the back  
 loop 

SWATCH:
To measure the gauge and test the technique we recommend knitting a swatch.
Cast on 40 sts with colour 1, the darkest colour. The first row is a WS row and is worked in colour 1, 
then you change to colour 2 and then alternative 2 rows in colour 1 and colour 2.
All RS rows are knitted.
dark  Row 1: K1, p38, k1
 Row 3: K19, p2, k19
dark  Row 5: K1, p38, k1
 Row 7: K19, p2, k19
dark  Row 9: K1, p18, k2, p18, k1
 Row 11: K17, p6, k17
dark  Row 13: K1, p16, k6, p16, k1
 Row 15: K15, p10, k15
dark  Row 17: K1, p14, k10, p14, k1
 Row 19: K13, p14, k13
dark  Row 21: K1, p12, k14, p12, k1
 Row 23: K11, p18, k11
dark  Row 25: K1, p10, k18, p10, k1
 Row 27: K9, p22, k9
dark  Row 29: K1, p8, k22, p8, k1
 Row 31: K7, p26, k7
dark  Row 33: K1, p6, k26, p6, k1
 Row 35: K5, p30, k5
dark  Row 37: K1, p4, k30, p4, k1
 Row 39: K3, p34, k3
dark  Row 41: K1, p2, k34, p2, k1
 Row 43: K5, p30, k5
dark  Row 45: K1, p4, k30, p4, k1
 Row 47: K7, p26, k7
dark  Row 49: K1, p6, k26, p6, k1
Bind off knit-wise, wash the swatch and measure the gauge.

27 sts x 42 rows in pattern on a UK 
size 2½ (3 mm) needles =  
10 cm x 10 cm

UK size 2½ (3 mm) circular needle, 
60 and 80 cm

Fv. 1: 150 g
Fv. 2: 150 g

E1
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PONCHO:
Work back and forth on a circular needle. Knit the forst and last stitch of every row as described in 
the pattern.
Cast on 122 sts with colour 1, the darkest colour. The first row is a WS row and is worked in colour 1, 
then you change to colour 2 and then alternative 2 rows in colour 1 and colour 2.
All RS rows are knitted.
dark  Row 1: K1, p39, k42, p39, k1
 Row 3: K19, p2, k19, p42, k19, p2, k19
dark  Row 5: K1, p39, k42, p39, k1
 Row 7: K19, p2, k19, p42, k19, p2, k19
dark  Row 9: K1, p18, k2, p19, k42, p19, k2, p18, k1
 Row 11: K17, p6, k17, p42, k17, p6, k17
dark Row 13: K1, p16, k6, p17, k42, p17, k6, p16, k1
  Row 15: K15, p10, k15, p42, k15, p10, k15
dark Row 17: K1, p14, k10, p15, k42, p15, k10, p14, k1
  Row 19: K13, p14, k13, p42, k13, p14, k13
dark Row 21: K1, p12, k14, p13, k42, p13, k14, p12, k1
  Row 23: K11, p18, k11, p42, k11, p18, k11
dark Row 25: K1, p10, k18, p11, k42, p11, k18, p10, k1
  Row 27: K9, p22, k9, p42, k9, p22, k9
dark Row 29: K1, p8, k22, p9, k42, p9, k22, p8, k1
  Row 31: K7, p26, k7, p42, k7, p26, k7
dark Row 33: K1, p6, k26, p7, k42, p7, k26, p6, k1
  Row 35: K5, p30, k5, p42, k5, p30, k5
dark Row 37: K1, p4, k30, p5, k42, p5, k30, p4, k1
  Row 39: K3, p34, k3, p42, k3, p34, k3
dark Row 41: K1, p2, k34, p3, k42, p3, k34, p2, k1
  Row 43: K5, p30, k5, p42, k5, p30, k5
dark Row 45: K1, p4, k30, p5, k42, p5, k30, p4, k1
  Row 47: K7, p26, k7, p42, k7, p26, k7
dark Row 49: K1, p6, k26, p7, k42, p7, k26, p6, k1
  Row 51: K9, p22, k9, p42, k9, p22, k9
dark Row 53: K1, p8, k22, p9, k42, p9, k22, p8, k1
  Row 55: K11, p18, k11, p42, k11, p18, k11
dark Row 57: K1, p10, k18, p11, k42, p11, k18, p10, k1
  Row 59: K13, p14, k13, p42, k13, p14, k13
dark Row 61: K1, p12, k14, p13, k42, p13, k14, p12, k1
  Row 63: K15, p10, k15, p42, k15, p10, k15
dark Row 65: K1, p14, k10, p15, k42, p15, k10, p14, k1
  Row 67: K17, p6, k17, p42, k17, p6, k17
dark Row 69: K1, p16, k6, p17, k42, p17, k6, p16, k1
  Row 71: K19, p2, k19, p42, k19, p2, k19
dark Row 73: K1 p18, k2, p19, k42, p19, k2, p18, k1
Repeat Row 6 - 73 a total of 5 times.
Then work Row 70 – 73 once more.
The work now measures approx. 80 cm. End with colour 1 and bind off knit-wise from the WS.
Work the second section the same way as the first.

FINISHING:
Weave in the ends.
Sew the 2 sections together from the RS with mattress stitches. See fig. 1.

ROLLING NECK EDGE:
Pick up and knit sts along the neck edge. Pick up 1 stitch for every 2 rows. Join in the round and 
purl 1 round. Then knit 5 rounds. Bind off loosely. Weave in the ends.

ROLLING EDGE AT HEM:
Pick up and knit sts along the hem of the poncho. Pick up 1 stitch for every 2 rows. Join in the round 
and purl 1 round. Then knit 5 rounds. Bind off loosely. Weave in the ends.

Wash the finished poncho and lay it flat on a towel to dry.
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